Sumatran Tigers

Sumatran Tigers prowl
Like a kitten
Yet skinned by poachers.

Sumatran Tigers
As fierce as a shark
But starved by humans.

Sumatran Tigers
As precious as a gem
Yet left behind at a zoo.

Sumatran Tigers
Brave as an Iron Man
But deep inside
As scared as a young child.

Shelby
Meerkats

Meerkats as quick
As a motor bike
But scared away by humans.

Meerkats as strong
As a bulldog
But weakened by sandstorms.

Meerkats frightening to each other
But prey to many.

Ben
Sloths

Their homes green as leaves
But a habitat destroyed by man.
So cute and soft
But not many left
Because of nasty poachers.
Scared for their lives
Locked up in a Cold concrete zoo
All day long.
As they are so cute
Who cares if they are mute.
Jack
Dugongs

Dugongs as delicate

As my Mum

Which makes me feel quite numb.

They graze in the sea

Which makes them a victim

In the deep blue sea!

Steven
Monkeys

As funny as a troop of clowns
But scared by men.

As fast as any athlete
But trapped by poachers.

As smart as any human
But they can’t think

When stuck in a zoo!

They may not be smart
But remember

It is you

Taking their freedom.

Harry
Mako Sharks

As frightening as Count Dracula
With a woman’s mask on.
But murdered by human intruders.
Sharp teeth
Like knives
But all killed by scythes.

As strong as a hammer
But hammered by humans.
As creepy as a ghost
But always poached.
They may be as scary as a nightmare
But we are not fair to them!

Isaac
Orange Orangutans

As smart
As a human
Yet becoming extinct.
As strong
As superman
Yet weakened by hunger.
As flexible as elastic
But trapped
In a zoo.
Jasper
Polar Bear

A nose so strong
  But weakened by pollution
As white as snow
  But fur browned
By pollution.
Fur as soft as velvet
  But dried out
By heat.

Alyssa
Elephants

Elephants as strong
As a super hero
But captured by humans.

Elephants as large
as whales
yet starved by poachers.

Elephants as grey
As the rocks
But dry from no water.

Elephants as huge
as the Titanic
but killed by us humans.

Elephants as friendly
As babies
Yet trapped by humans.

Tyra
Meerkats

As a cute British bulldog
But sad when

Locked in a zoo
With no natural land.
Meerkats on alert
Like a security camera
But terrified by man.
Meerkats as precious
As diamonds
But treated kindly by no one!

Anna
Red Kangaroos

Red as a rosy apple
Jumping as high
As the moon
But hunted by hunters
And devoured
By us.

Fast as the speed of lightening
But slowed down
By Pollution and the Loss of their environment.

Erin
Why Them?

Polar bear as white as snow
Yet killed each day and locked in zoos.
These delicate creatures

Suffering....... 

Snow melting away
Men on hunting expeditions
Shooting cubs for fun
Leaving them for dead.
They may be cute
But not when shot and used for rich peoples furs.
We are to blame
For killing these innocent creatures.
They have to fend for themselves

In the wild
And now save themselves from us -
They may have teeth like knives
But are no match
For humans and their technology.
Why must people be so cruel?
Do we really have to rule?

Oliver